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NIPI. Introduction TO THE EDUCATIONAL R OURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (MCI:

No doubt there are many ways to enter intoa discussion about the urnof the next century. I find the forecast assignment a troubli g onemainly because it seems to me that one can only forecast future events
or phenomena in the light of what one already knows.

At the last turn of the century it would have made sense to forecastthat by 1950 every American family would have two horse-drawncarriages in its stable, and that the number of miles travelled bytrain by the average American' would be in the tens of thousands'!' Theproblem here is that one can only make forecasts in terms of what onealready knows; and it is very likely that significant developments inthe 'aspects of life that our professional agenda should address willbe affected a great deal by what we do not yet know, (as well as bysome that we do know).

I will readily admit that when Rich Weinberg reminded me that the year
.2000 is no further from us that. the year 1968 it helped put the

assignment into perspective. But- could we or would'wp have predicted
in 1968 that United States President would within a half-a-dozenyears be compelled by events to resign from the presidency. of this

F11 great nation? So much for predicting the socio-political climate_ofthe future!

II. LoOking at Trends

Perhaps what one most needs in exercises of this kind is the knowledge00 of history and the concepts. of-:.historians. That is to say, we May be,
plui_best able to talk about the future in terms of continuing trendsdetected in the distant past, detectable at present and therefore
highly' likely to continue,in the future.

1. Increasing Similarity of the Sexes.

One, such trend of interest that I would guess is likely to continue isthe increasing similarity of the two sexes. That,is to say 'Olat. -At ismost likely historically the case that males and feMales :have been
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becoming more and more alike, let us say over the last 1500 years atleast. This no. doubt varies. as a function of both complexity andmodernity of a given society.

Certainly in the area of child rearing functions and responsibilities,males and females are increasingIv)alike, with alp acceleration in thisdirection of the last ten or fifteen years. It seems reasonable toassume that this trend will continue around the world. Should we bealarmed or pleased by this trend? What are its implications for theoutcome of childrens' development? One implication that I often worryabout, is that as education and training for women increases, childrearing and child care (as a job) will become even moreunder-stimulating than it noW is. Perhaps this potential danger willbe -mitigated by the increasing participation of fathers in 'childrearing. But what can be done to help child care workers to want tocontinue in that occupation?

Another trend which impinges on child rearing and its increasingstressfulness (versus satisfaction) is the decreasing number ofchildren. makes the fear of failure somehow.viore acute.'If one haveseven or eight children, a few. failures or l'ne're-do-goods', a fewnormals, and one or two outstanding successes can, be achievedrelatively, easily. But with only one or two children parents areputting all of their eggs into very few baskets; the weight may be toomuch for the offspring to bear, and the fear of failure may beexcessive for the parents.

Along these lines another trend likely to continue_is that'as the'family continues to be potentially the source of the greatest good 7.in the forM of nurturance, protection,
encouragement, socialization ingeneral, etc., so.in the same proportion, when it fails in its missionit 'is potentially the source of the greatest damage. All of whichsuggests that services aimed at supporting and helping parents willcontinue to be needed, even though-it isnot yet very clear how theservices and-supports are best.offered.

2. Sophistication of children.

Another trend, which we can really ,only,gueSs at, seems to be theincreasing 'amount and variety of stimulation to which young childrenare exposedleading to the increasing "worldiness" (versus innocence)of children. It is not 'clear however crhether childrens' capacities todeal with this greater variety and rate- pf stimulation has alsodeveloped.'. What psycho-educational needs stem from this particularAspect of the child's present and future environment? It seems clearthat the child's environment is .n incresigly 'complex one which ismore and more difficultto understand.. Education's traditional rolein helping the young. understand as well as function in the worldaround, them., will simply be a bigger, more complex and more urgent and
pro'riably more'frUStrating one.

There is. a lot of talk ,about the .extent.to.which theiadult world ofthose who'- are now 'the very young will b--e..anultra.hil-tech.one. The'case- can made that .the more it is thAt .adulthOod
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dominated by hi-tech, the more important it is to get a lot. of rich
experience with low-tech in the early years." Parenthetically, I findit interesting that the salespersons of early hi-tech rationalize. thegreat value of computers for young children on the basis of the fact
that (a) computers are .interactive, (3) the children can work together,
in ,small groups, and help each other with debugging, etc., and (c)the children have 'control' over their own learning! Is this
rationale the beginning of a general movement to resurrect John Dewey?

is it that the importance of these three.elements.of pedagogy were.
widely scoffed at before microcomputers were being sold??

It is also often said that children are simply more intelligent
(earlier in life) than they used to Thus, one item on. our agenda
must be to modify our educational institutions to take this gradual
change in the characteristics of its pupils into account.

It has been said that every generation speakS of the next one as being
careless, lacking .in. discipline, softer (self - indulgent) theirelders, and so forth. Perhaps this has always in fact been the case.
Pe-rhaps--it is indeed true that each generation tolerates.or accepts 4wider range of behavior. than the last one. If so, what.will be the
acceptable or tolerable range-of behavior in 2000?*,

We were asked to comment generally on the impact of the environment in.
the year 2000. While prediction is difficult, it is probably a goodidea to remember that the important thing in determining the course of
deVelopment is not the environment or-phenomena around the child per-
se or even her actual experiences, but the 'meaninas that child nutson them. If we just consider father-absence ( paternal deprivation)
as an example, the meanings children put on this phenoMenon vary. If
the child thinks her father is absent because he is off fighting
bravely:' in- the war to end all wars, etc. then his absence may be a
source of reflected .glory. If she believes his absence is. because hedoes not .like being with her, or because he is in jail for a serious
criM , et r?" a 'different developmental outcome can be expected, even
thou ,h th henomenon of absence is exactly the same in all cases. The
problem, then, is to determine what meanings children give to rr.:levant
experiences, and to help' them to assign' more appropriate, accurate and
'healthy' meanings, as necessary.

3. The criteria of the 'clood life'.

The programmatic efforts known under the c;eneral rubric of 'equal,
opportunity' really . refer to equal. opportunity for the cloOd life'.
One of the trends notable over human history is that the criteria by
which we decide what consitutes a 'good life' are constantly being
revised upwards. Using nerton's concept 'of relative deprivation, we
ciAln---i;ee that, the level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with one's
lc* is a function of the standards or criteria with which we compare.

Inasmuch aS,. these standards are always being raiSed,ithe amount, of
dissatisfaction is likely to. remain fairly constant.

Asking.Questions About.the Future
4
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Another approach to discussing the year 2000 Is to try to formulateanswers to the following questions:

What is conceivable?
What is possible?
What is feasble?
What is practical? What is actual?
What is desirable?

We can look at each one in turn and see where it takes us.

1. What is conceivable?

Answers to this question have no limits other that those of our mentalcapacities to deal with whatever information is at hand. Let us beginwith an pttempt to 'conceive of what the environment - in all itsaspecl. 21L-would be -i-f-wha-tever we mean by education were totallystitcotafg61.--WhaL would be-true that not true now? Instead of havinga pamphlet entitled. "A Nation At Risk", what would we title thedescription of success? It not so easy to sketch out fully what ourdaily lives would look like, what we would be doing, thinking,feeling, etc, if all our educational efforts were successful.

As soon as one tries to 'conceive' of such a state as would(theoretically) be created by the total success of Whatever we agreeto include in thec,term education, the products seem somewhat absurd.Would all our citizens be either doctors, lawyers, engineers, orcomputer scientists? (Would everyone be above average?!!) How couldany citizen in such a case end up as a bus driver? Although it isdifficult to conceive of it, such jobs may not exist in .2000! Howwould someone end up as an attendant in a home for the care of theaged (the tatter by then constituting a much larger proportion of theU. S. population than they do now)? Would not Such alowly, job betaken only by those whom the educational establishment has failed?What indeed are our criteria of educational effectiVeness?Perhapsthe search for answers to this and related questions concerning whateducation (at every level). is really all about should be on ourprofessional agenda very soon.

Let us suppose that one of the areas of great advancement in tia6 nextdecade' will be in- neurobiology/neuropsychophvsiology,' and that ouradVanCement takes us to where, we can be .certain.-- say 99%- thatchildren. will learn what we teach.them! Now the problems of educationbecome very serious. We would have virtually solved the pedagOgicaland methodological problems, but now would have to take very seriouslythe question of what .shoUld be learned, and who decideS the answersand how are differences in those answers to be reconciled? "The'responsibilitywould become asome.

2. What is possible?
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Formulating answers to this question is no easier. than to the previousone. My main point is raising thisone is to suggest that if we putplans on our professional agenda that .are toO'far outside of the realmof possiblity g. all children shouldl be excellent!), we arelikely to increase the sense of failure above and beyond the level wealready have it. In other words, one parameter to keep in mind. in thedevelopment of. the agenda fof the year 2000 is its achievability.

3. What is feasible?

In order to address this question we need some reliable informationabout what resources are likely to be required as well as available.We also need to know. what sources of resistance to the agendaarelikely to appear.

4. What is practical?

Answers to- this queStion must be derived from a question not listed11 le, nalauly What. is actual-T7Si1ce we do not-know what is actual'In
7year--2000,--7-1t -is. ail-fie-tilt to -know what will be practical.Plausible answers to the question of what is practical, in the year2000 may be quite different from those we. would formulate concerningwhat is Practical today.

5. What is desirable?

At first glance this looks like .the easiest Of, the questions to-answer. After all, it' is unlikely that .what will be desirable at theturn of the century would be very different from what seems desirableto .Us today. The major problem with this question is that it cannot'beanswered by data, research or- theory; 'its answers lie in the realM ofvalues; morals and ethics - all areas in. which there are (indemocracies like ours at least) no experts. However, each of us isfree- to enter her. own version of what is desirable into thecompetition for a hearing, and in this sense the question can beaddressed.

IV Some agenda Items for the Next Decade

1. The Duality of Life as a Focal Variable'

First it is useful to remember that all lives have quality - some.high, Some low and some presumably inbetween. .hut one of the.projectsthat I would like to see on our agenda'is the search for agreement onwhat is the optimum quality of life for our children. At present Ithink that useful indices include '(a) health status ( and basicmedical care available. for all U. S. children free by 2000); (b):feeling connected,- .attached, cared about, having a stake in thewelfare of 'others, etc.,; (c) feeling that life is worth living,.satsifying and interesting.

2. Assessment of Children in on a .!easure of Thriving.

6
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I would like to see us assess each child in ,terms of the extent towhich he or siva is thriving, or deve.x.oping .ieil,1,,throughout the longperiod of childhood. (See Katz, Assessing PreptbOiers' Development,RIC Clearinghuuse on Elementary and Early:::CChildhood Educatio,University of Illinois. 1984) This another appreaChto the assessmentof the Quality of Life. It is not a compa'aS'cin, 61f children withrespect to a distribution of given attributesebut evaluation ofselected indices of the quality of the individual, chiWs life.

3. Emphasis on Aesthetics - Another Index of the Quality ,of Life

The pbint has been made elsewhere that the aesthe#C'dimensionS of'experience give quality to our lives and thus I see it* r;:!_jor agendaitem to look at the aesthetic dimensions of chiidrens' enyit\onment.
r\,4. Development of inter-ethnic and inter-racial harmony

,\There is now a very good body et research on the development of.in tar,
raclaa--attltudes-that--suld--be----Impdeimented-in-Ia-o-toulr-s cc:Ls t tut-i on e ar-eo mm t-m er t--to-thi-s-e

nation and as professional educators. There is no time to lose 'cm thismatter.

5. Emphasis on the development of social-competence.

.
The current literature on the development of social competence ,s r0ichand growing and full of important implications for practitioner Workon helping practitioners to make good use of this knowledge,; a,seshould be on our agenda immediately. Along similar lines, I thihkeshould take another good look at the potential advantages of mixed$iCjegroups for the development of social competence, as well as for ot4e

\A
,reasons.

1). Develonment of interest.

The

VA,

disposition to. be ineterested in selected aspects of there,environment, or to be able .to lose oneself in something outside of theself should .be studied developmentally and becomea serious concern 'ofpedagogy and curriculum. The longer the life span, the more importantit would seem to that this capacity is a well. developed and robustone.

7.' Parent carticioation in child care

A number of issues faced by child care institutions (adultohildratio, the relatively .low stimulus value of the work, for' instance)can be- alleviated if employment benefits include the pbssibility ofeach parent spending one half two .seeks in his/her child's.day care center. This practice would also serve to provide parents andwith common content and points of reference to enrich theirrelationships, and would stimulate' the staff and increase: the.appreciation among parents of their efforts.
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TA:L:11c undtrstandina of Child development and education

we . look at the practice of early childhood education, we areoften dismayed by the distance between it and the knowledge base thatis now available. I think we can account of this distance as follows:Ie6. us put into one circle everything we know about how childrendevelop (some of that knowledge will turn out to be wrong),. and ina:lother circle we put what it is that parents understand and or acceptconcerning . what should be done for their early education anddevelopment, and in a third circle we put what it is that teachers- arewilling and/Or about, to do in early childhood programs, we maysomething resembling the figure below.

child
development

knowledge

what parents
understand and/
or accept

what teachers are
willing and/or
able to do

A major item on the present and future agenda is to increase the areaof overlap.


